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Stack Silver Buy Gold For BeginnersAre You Looking For A Way To Protect Your Wealth Free From

Government And Banks? For those interested in protecting themselves against inflation,

hyperinflation or an economic collapse that makes today's currency worthless, stacking silver is the

best option. Investing in gold and silver is an excellent way to get that protection. There are plenty of

financial experts that are sounding the alarm about the current state of the economy. Those experts

are telling people to start investing in silver and gold, rather than the volatile stock market. Stacking

silver is one way regular people can save themselves the heartache of losing their hard earned

savings in a stock market crash. There are some key points you need to know before you go out

and start buying silver and gold pieces. This book will explain why you want to invest in silver and

how to go about doing it. Stacking silver is a fun hobby that will quickly become a way of life. You

will find yourself checking the change you get from the store and visiting new coin shops in search

of silver. You will learn what coins to collect, where to buy the coins and bullion and how to test the

silver and gold you do buy. Not all coins or silver pieces are created equal. There are a few old

coins you will want to be on the lookout for. You will discover what those coins are in this

comprehensive guide. Depending on where you live in the world, your access to silver coins and

gold bullion will vary. You will discover all the available options and what you should be buying.

Don't put off learning about silver and gold investing another day. Now is the time to start securing

your future by stacking silver.Here's a preview of what you'll learn with this fully illustrated

book;Learn Why Silver And Gold Is Such A Great Investment For The Novice InvestorLearn The

Pros And Cons Of Investing In Silver Compared To GoldLearn How Decide Wheather To Invest In

Coins, Rounds Or BullionLearn What To Look Out For When Investing In Old American, Australian

And British Silver Coins Learn Where To Find The Best Deals On Gold And SilverLearn How To

Check The Purity Of Your Gold And SilverMuch, Much MoreReaders say......."This book will walk

you through the principles and concept of silver and gold investing. It discusses the importance and

the huge benefits of investing in precious metals such as silver and gold. It provides excellent tips,

including the pros and cons, tips in checking the purity of these precious metals and brilliant tips in

finding the best deals"................Thomas "Good, solid information to get a person started. He briefly

describes WHY the reader might want to get into gold and silver, as well as how to begin regardless

of the amount of money you have to start with. He is brief, yet right to the details the reader needs.

There is no wasted "fluff" in this book"................  Customer"There's an ad we see pretty often on

television for a local store that buys rare coins, as well as gold and silver. I have even passed by

that store and thought "There's the store that that ad is for!" When I saw this book, it reminded me of



that shop and made me wonder if they were right about what they advertise. This book clearly tells

me they are. It tells you how you can invest in silver, gold, and coins, and make money down the

line. It also gives you a number of ideas of places to obtain them if you don't already have them

sitting in a box in your closet, in your garage, or wherever. If you're looking to invest in any of those

and you're not sure where to start, it is a good idea to take a look at this book"................Penny PGet
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Good, solid information to get a person started. He briefly describes WHY the reader might want to

get into gold and silver, as well as how to begin regardless of the amount of money you have to start

with. He is brief, yet right to the details the reader needs. There is no wasted "fluff" in this book.

This is a fantastic book that opens the door on learning how to protect your money. I know I wonder

about how long my paper money or money in my bank account will maintain its value. With all of the

chaos in the world, this leaves me thinking that maybe I should have my money in something more



solid. That is where Jim's book is fantastic. It explores exactly what it means to invest in precious

metals and how to go about buying and storing them. If you also feel unsafe with where you store

your money today, you must read this book!

Short, to the point, easy to Get It, and spot on!

These days one can not be more carfull in what and where you invest your fortune. As you have

been working hard for it. Here is a good insite in the difftence of currency vs money ( as gold and

silver ) and how to invest in it properly. One can not go wrong by reading the book and making more

informed decisions concerning investing.

Save your money and go out buy a silver dime somewhere. You'll learn more than this "book" will

teach you.

Book? A 32 page manual would be more descriptive. SD

very good

Very basic book, not bad if you are a new stacker it dose have some good information. Very short.
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